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Abstract. A pimple or dimple on an otherwise uniformfilm
oilon aflat surface decays under
the action of surface tension and viscosity. The process is followed analytically from the
Navier-Stokes equation, and by optical experiments employing interferometry and the
observation of caustics of refraction. Point or line disturbances
give a rangeof recognisable
oil hills and ridges, and the theory predicts their shapes and how these scale with
If the
time.
surface is disturbed in a distributed random way, the interferometric contour map shows a
random oilscape. The statistics of the oilscape develop self-similarly by changes in lateral
and vertical scales which may be predicted and observed. The theory
is well verified for the
hills, ridges and oilscapes.

1. Introduction

By spinning oilon to a smooth
flat surface, it is easy to produce anoptically flat film with
a thickness of order 50 pm. This may then be disturbed either by a point disturbance
such as a pin-prick, orin a randomly distributed way, asby rolling. The disturbed film
then has curvature variations,
giving rise to surface tension forces. These restorefilm
the
to flatness by producing fluid flow which is resisted by viscosity. At the length scales
considered in the paper,gravity forcesare negligible by comparison, and no other forces
are involved.
The flow resulting from surface tension forcesis proportional to rate of change of
curvature, so the higher spatial frequencies are
very rapidly damped. Although the
initial disturbance is unpredictable, the resultis that after a short time,
recognisable and
characteristic forms of disturbance remain, which decay in a predictable manner. Our
object is to study the form of such elementary disturbances and to predict their time
development.
Similar remarks apply to the randomly disturbed surfaces. Although these are ‘rough’
in the sense of having random height variations, the rapid decay of high frequencies
gives characteristics quite unlike, and much more predictable than, those
of rough solid
surfaces. The paper shows that the statistics and time development to be expected
can be derived by considering a random wave combination, and gives experimental
confirmation of the theory.
Earlier work involving optical measurements with oil films has shown how they
can be used for skin friction measurement
in air flow (Tanner 1981), for viscosity
measurement (Tanner 1977) and in the study of rough solid surfaces (Tanner 1982).
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Studies of the motion of oil droplets on vertical (Tanner 1980) and horizontal (Tanner
1979) surfaces had also been conducted. In the latter case however, the droplets were
comparatively large and the initial film thickness either zero or extremely small. By
contrast, the present paper deals
with disturbances which are small compared with the
mean film thickness.
Two experimental techniques have been employed. Firstly, Fizeau interferometry,
to obtain contour maps of the disturbed surfaces; and secondly, optical
caustics of
refraction, interpreted with the aid of catastrophe theory (as reviewed by Berry and
Upstill 1980),to study the superposition
of oil hills and the temporalscaling of oilscapes.
2. Theory

2. l . Surface profile equation
Let r = ( x , y ) be coordinates in the plane of the undisturbed film's free surface, andlet
C = z ( r , t ) be the profile of the disturbed surface, measuredas the deviation from this
plane. An equation for z(r, t ) will now be obtained under the following assumptions:
the length scales are small enough for gravity to be neglected; z is sufficiently small
in comparison with h , and sufficiently slowly varying, for the total curvature to be
approximated by V 2 z ;the f component of the flow velocity u(r, f, C)is negligible; U
is small enough for fluid inertia to be negligible; and the pressure p is independent of
depth 5'.
The equation for
z ( r , t ) involves three physical principles. Firstly,Laplace's equation
relates p to the surface curvature
by

p ( r ,t ) = - a V 2 z ( r , t )

(1)

where (T is the surface tension. Secondly, the Nauier-Stokes equation relates p to the
velocity variations by

V d r , t>= PV2+,

f, t>

(2)

where p is the viscosity. Because thefilm is thin, U varies most rapidlyin the f direction
so that V 2 can bereplaced by a2/aC2. Thusthe Navier-Stokes equationcanbe
integrated, using the boundary condition that
U = 0 on the fixed surface f = -h, to give
an expression for the mean
flow velocity u(r, t ) , namely

h2
d f' u(r, f, t ) = - - V p ( r ,t).
3P

Thirdly, the continuity equation relates the change in height of fluid columns to the
outflow through their surface,by
az

-( r , r ) = hV u(r, t).
at

(4)

Substitution of equation ( 3 )and then(1) into equation(4) now shows that thesurface
profile satisfies the biharmonicdiffusion equation
az

h4

= - - V4z(r,c)
4t
at ( r , t )
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where
T

= 3ph/4a.

The general solutionis a superposition of decaying plane waves with wave-vectors S =
(S*, s y ) and coefficients c(s):

z(r, t)

=

11

ds c(s) exp(is r - h4s4t/4t).

It is clear that c(s) is the (spatial) spectrum of the surface profile at the initial instant
t = 0. As time proceeds, the short
wavelength (large isl) components are dampedby the
exponential time factor. For broad-band
initial profiles this can lead
to oil hills. oil ridges
and oilscapes whose characteristiclengths
grow a ~ t " In
~ .the next three sections,surfaces
will be presented where this growth corresponds to self-similarity, with surfaces at
different times relatedby a scaling transformation.
2.2. Oil hills in three dimensions
For the spectrumwe taken thesimplest isotropic integral powers, namely
c(s) = (S,

+ is,)k.

(7)

Then in polar coordinates r = ( r , e), S = (S, 6,) the integration over 8, in equation (6)
gives a Bessel function (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik1965) written in the form
(k+2)/4

COS k e

Zk(r, l) = ah(:)

z,(p)

(8)

where p is the dimensionless radius parameter

a is a dimensionless constant andthe functionx zk(p) are

zk(p) 5

Io'

d o O k + ' eXp(-U4/4)Jk(pU).

At t = 0 these different k-hills are all singular and correspond to pin-pricks with
different azimuthal structures, localised at r = 0. They shrink vertically and expand
laterally in self-similar fashionwith profiles Z,(p), the first four of which are illustrated
is constant in
in figure l(a). The zero-orderhill represents a disturbance whose volume
time and given by
de

i,'

dr

rZk(r, t) = h u h 3 .

(11)

The hills k > 0 have zero volume.
The integral over Bessel functions in Z k ( p ) asdefined by equation (10) is not
expressible in closed form in terms of standard functions, but its structure can be
elucidated by means of approximations as explainedin appendix 1.
2.3. Oil ridges in two dimensions
For the spectrum we now take the simplest integral powers corresponding

to wave-
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vectors in the x direction, namely
c(s) =

(12)

(isX)'S(S,)

where 6 denotes the Dirac function. From equation (6) the evolving profiles can be
written as

(;)

q ( x , t ) = ah -

where

g is the

+

( j 1)/4

zj(c>

dimensionless distance parameter

a is a dimensionless constant and the functions Zj(c) are

lox
-&jo'

Z,({ ) = Re
=

da(iu)j exp(iaE) exp(-a4/4)
d u cos( uE) exp( - a4/4).

(15)

At t = 0 these different j-ridges are all singular and correspond to derivatives of 6
functions localised at x = 0. They shrink vertically and expand laterally in self-similar

0
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2
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4

5

Figure 1. Theoretical oil hill profiles fork = 0 to 3. ( a ) three dimensions,( b )two dimensbns.
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fashion with profiles Z,(g), the first four of which are illustratedin figure l ( b ) .The zeroorder ridge represents a disturbance whose volume perunit length is constant in time
and given by
dx z g ( x , 1) = nah2.
The ridges j > 0 have zero volume perunit length.
Approximations for the integrals (15)defining Z,(g) are given in Appendix 2.
2.4. Random oilscapes

In the fundamental solution (6), let the phases of the coefficients c ( s ) be uncorrelated
for different S. Then the initial surface profile corresponds to an extended disturbance
in the form of a Gaussian random function (Longuet-Higgins
1957a, b) of r , with
spectrum proportional toic(s)Iz.Denoting the subsequent spectrumby P(s, t ) , we find
from equation (6) that
P ( s , t ) = P ( s , 0) exp(-2h4s4t/4t).

(17)

It is clear that any particular statistical structure, corresponding to a featureof P ( s , 0)
on a scaleso = r , ’ , will be damped out for times
t 3 t(rg/h)l4 .

But if P ( s , 0) is a power-law itslack of features enables the surface to remain
statistically
self-similar, with different quantities scaling differently with t in a manner soon to be
described.
Attention will be restricted to surfaces with statistical isotropy, and the power-law
spectra will be written as

P ( s , 0) = ah4(sh)v

(18)

where a is a dimensionless constant. The most familiar of these p-scapes are fractals
(Mandelbrot 1982), for which -4 < p < -2, corresponding to non-differentiable surfaces with Hausdorff dimension 4 + ,u/2 lying between 2 and 3. However, as we shall
see in § 3.4, experiments indicate that oilscapes are not fractals, and strongly suggest
,U 2: 2. If extrapolated toS = x this would represent an initial profile that is not merely
non-differentiable but also discontinuous-and even more severely so than the whites = smax
above which equation (18)
noise case p = 0. But of course there must be avalue
does notapply and P ( s , 0) falls to zero; the factor exp(
-sk,,t) ensures that therewill be
2n/h) after which
a corresponding time(which is of the order of milliseconds if ,S
departures from equation (18) have no effect. We shall keep the general form (18) in
order to showwhich statistics evolve in a manner that dependson p , and which do not.
In describing the statistics, angle brackets will be used to denote averages over an
ensemble of surfaces (distinguishedby different setsof phases of the coefficient c ( s ) ) or,
equivalently, averages over all positions on a given surface. Thus the autocovariance is
defined as the average ( z ( r ,t)z(r’,t ) ) and given (Longuet-Higgins, 1957a, b) by the
Fourier transformof P ( s , t ) :

-

( z ( r , t)z(r’ , t ) } =

ds P ( s , t ) exp[is ( r - r ‘ ) ] .

(19)
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From this, together with equations (17) and (18), it follows that the mean square
height is

showing that the heights of the different p-scapes decay differently. In particular, for
p = 2 the heights decay as
t-'12.
On the other hand, the
autocorrelation is

The dependence on
p shows that the correlations are
similar at different times and
scale
laterally as t1I4,i.e. independentlyof p . The invariant form of the autocorrelation does
depend on p , but all the functions fall from unity at p = 0 in an initially approximately
p + cc.
Gaussian fashion,with exponentially oscillating decay as
The density of extrema (maxima and minima) (Longuet-Higgins1957a, b) is
1

D

=

JJ dss4P(s, t )

m JJ ds s2P(s, t)= d

2 r [ ( p+ 6)/4]
3 4 n h 2 r [ ( p / 4 )+ l]

(e)

112

and thus decreasesin the sameway for all the p-scapes. The mechanismof decrease is
coalescence of extrema with saddles, detectable
optically either by direct observationof
the interferogram orby far-field caustic lines sweepingthrough the forward direction.
Scaling laws for derivativesof z can be determined from the fact that each derivative
corresponds (cf. equation ( 6 ) ) to an extra factorS in the integrals overP ( s , t ) . Thus the
mean square gradientis

( i V z ( t ) ~ 2=)

ds s 2 P ( s ,t )

showing that forp = 2 gradients decay ras3 I 4 . Similarly, the mean square total curvature
is

( ( V * z ( t ) ) ' )=

11

d s s4P(s,t )

showing that forp = 2 curvatures decay ast-', and radii of curvature increase linearly.
3. Experimental methods and results

3.1. Methods
The oil films were made by placing one ortwo dropsof silicone oil, kinematic viscosity
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Figure 2. Methods of formation of ( a ) isolated oil hills, ( b )random oilscapes.

0.0125 m2 s-l or 0.1 m2 s-l, at the centreof a slide, thenspinning with an electric hand
drill, at 50 rev s-l for about 15 S . This gives a film which, except near its edges, has
perfectly uniform thickness.
The point disturbances were made by pin-pricks, using a fine wire controlled by
camera cable release,
figure 2 ( a ) .The operation can be seen through the cameraviewfinder, andtiming started when thewire leaves the surface.
The randomsurfaces were madeby rolling with a cylindricallens, figure 2 ( b ) .
For the interferometric contour mapsof the oil films, a Fizeau interferometer was
top surface,
arranged asin figure 3(a). Ideally, theslide should have a partially reflecting
with reflection from the back prevented
by grinding. Omissionof the partially reflective

7
l

Camera

'011
. .S

'Partlolly
reflectlng

Ground

",I

Laser

io1

1

'camernfocuslng
posltlon

3

Camerafocused
at infinity

Figure 3. Optical arrangement for ( a ) Fizeau interferometry of oil hills and oilscapes, ( b )
near-field and (c) far-field caustics.
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coating gives some loss of fringe contrast.A further alternativeis the use of the reflection
from theback surfaceof a plain slide,if the slide hassufficiently uniform thickness. The
figures include examplesof all of these techniques.
With helium-neon laser light of wavelength 0.633 pm andoil of refractive index1.4,
the contour intervalis 0.226 pm.
For thecaustics, the arrangementof figure 3(b)for the nearfield and figure 3(c) for
the farfield was used.

3.2. Point disturbances in three dimensions
Figure 4(a) shows an attempt to produce the zero-order
hill zo of B 2.2. This was done
by having a slight excess of oil on the end of the wire of figure 2(a), which was thus
deposited on the surface. Figure 4(b) shows a comparison between the experimental
profile, obtained by measuring microscope from the interferogram, and the computed
theoretical curve,showing nearly perfectagreement.

Figure 4.(a) Interferogram of zero-order hill, ( b ) profile comparison: line is theoretical,
points experimental.

With no excess of oil on the wire, the usual result of the pin-prick is either a
combination of zo with z , , or a combination of two zo profiles with different scales,
involving little or no volume change to the film. Figure 5(a) may be regarded as a
combination of zoand zl, of the form

+

z = aozo(x/L) alzl(x/L).
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Figure 5. (a) Interferogram of combination zero plus first-order hill; ( b ) profile comparison
for two time stages: lines theoretical, points experimental; (c) (+) a;' and (0)
ao3n x 5 versus L3 for five time stages of the same hill.

The experimental profiles alongthe line of symmetry were measured, and the bestfit
obtained by adjustment of ao,a , and L for each. The result correspondingto figure 5(a),
together with one for a later time stage, is shown in figure 5(b). It is also possible to
compute the theoretical contour maps using the same values
of ao, a,and L , and these
show that the agreement extends over the wholearea and is not confinedto that of the
centre-line profiles shown
here.
D6-G
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The change in shape of the profile with time results from the fact that. since the
heights vary as t-(&+’) the z , part of the hill decays faster than the 20. Because L
increases asfIi4 the relation betweena,, a. and L is such that a;’ should be proportional
to ai3’’ and to L3. Figure 5 ( c ) shows a;’ and ai3’? versus L3 and confirms the linear
relationships. The fact that thelines do not pass through theorigin is not surprising since.
as already pointedout, in the initial stagesthe heights and slopes
involved in the hill will
lie outside the rangeof the theory.
Figure 6(a) shows ahill which must be regardedas a combinationof a wide negative
Z0 hill with a narrower positive one slightly offset from its centre. It is easy to visualise
how such a hollow with central peak would form when a wire is withdrawn from the
surface.

‘

Figure 6. ( a ) . ( b )Interferograms showing two time stages of ahill which is a combination of
one wide and one narrow zero-order hill. (c) Profile comparison: line theoretical, points
experimental. Thefringes of the peak in ( a ) ,not resolved on the print, are clearly resolved
by microscope.
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The z o hill has the formz = a o Z o ( p )where

To obtain twohills, one wide and one narrow, onemust imagine thewider one having
been formed at an earlier time.
If hill B is formed at timet = - t and hill A at t = 0, then
at a later timewe should have

The result is that the narrower and more recently formed hill A decays more rapidly,
while the ratio of the widths of the hills tends towards unity. Figure6 ( b ) shows a later
time stage for the same hill, showing the very great change in appearance with the
narrower hill having almost disappeared. Figure 6 ( c ) shows the measured profiles and
fitted theoretical curvesof the form

):(

z =azo

+ b Z o(
X - d 7).

Using suffix 1 for the first and 2 for the second time stage,
we should expect tofind

The results actuallyobtained for these ratios given
are below, togetherwith the initial
and final width ratiosA ]/Bl and A2/B2.( t / t l was estimated from b 2 / b land ( B , / B 2 ) ? . )

0.75 0.534 0.578 0.339 0.341 0.363

This shows that thereis good agreement between the theoretically expected development of the profile and that observed experimentally, andconfirms that the hill can
be treated as sumof two elementary z o hills.
Figure 7 ( a , bc, ) shows three examples of the far-field caustics produced by the oil
hills. obtained as shownin figure 3 ( c ) .These hills were produced in the sameway as that
of figure 5 ( a ) , and are almost certainly similar toit in consisting of a combination of Zo
and 2,.The theory of these caustics is given in Appendix 3. With pure Z 1 ,the caustic
should show the singular 'corner' section of a hyperbolic umbilic catastrophe with an
angle of 60": figure 7 ( a ) is close to this condition with an angle of 55" in fair agreement
with theory. Figures7 ( b , cshow
)
the developmentof the caustic asthe proportionof Zo
relative to Z , increases. For comparisonfigures 7 ( d ,e , f ) show the theoretical formsof
the caustics, obtained as explained in Appendix 3 by using a Gaussian profile ( x + a )
exp[-(x? + y 2 ) / 2 ]rather than the trueBessel-integral function.
It is possible to compute thecaustics for the true(2,+ a2,) combination, andwhile
these show (over this rangeof a ) no topographical differences from the Gaussian, there
to minimum slope
is a difference of proportion, resulting from the different maximum
ratios of Z1and of x exp -x2/2: the ratio1/L in figure 7 ( d )is 0.446, whereas for the true
( 2 , a z o ) combination its valueis 0.572. It was atfirst sight surprisingto note that the

+
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Figure 7. ( a ) , ( b ) , ( c ) Far-field caustics of combined first and zero orderhills. ( d ) , ( e )(f)
,
Theoretical forms for Gaussian
profile (note the different horizontal and vertical scales: the
actual corner anglein ( d ) is 60").

experimental values obtained from the
caustics lie closerto the Gaussian than
to theZ1
value. However, it seems conceivable that in their early stages the oil hills may be
smoothly asymptotic to themean level, like the Gaussian, rather than
oscillatory, like
the Bessel integral. Their form would change towards thatof the Bessel integral. The
change can be followed by computation, using the representation of the Gaussian
explained in Appendix 1 (equation A1.9). It appears that the initial stages of profile
change are rapid, although the
full relative amplitudeof the outerwaves is approached
asymptoticaly and veryslowly. As anindication of the earlier partof the development,
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the first minimum of the wave system reacheshalf ofits final relative depth when the hill
height has fallento 0.37of its initial value.

3.3. Two-dimensional disturbances
The two-dimensional zero-order oil hill of (i 2.3may be producedin two ways. With the
most viscous oil it is possible to catch a very fine falling thread of the oil by moving a
slide, already coated
with a spun film, across itspath. Alternatively,a fine nylon thread,
laid across the surface andquickly raised fromit, gives the sameeffect as a pin-prick in
or sometimes a more
complex result.
three dimensions, producing either the zero order
Figure 8(a)shows an interferogramof a hill produced by raising athread, while figure
8(6) compares the experimental and theoretical
profiles, showingthat the agreementis
as good as
with the corresponding three-dimensional
result of figure 4(6). Three profiles
from interferograms taken at different times were measured and show close similarity
and show the expected linear variationwith time of w4 and h-4, where W and h are the
width and heightof the profile.

Figures. ( a )Interferogramof two-dimensional zero-order ridge ( b )Profile comparison; line
theoretical, points experimental.

A further interesting method
which produces an approximately two-dimensional
hill
is shown in figure 9(a). The oil film here is falling under gravity, a techniquewhich gives
a parabolicfilm thickness variation (Jeffreys1930,Tanner andBlows 1976),which may
be seen in the outer partsof the interferogram. In the pathof the flowing film a point
obstacle (a speckof araldite) is placed, giving rise to the pattern shown. The
‘wake’ is a
roughly two-dimensionalhill. Figure 9(b) shows aprofile across the wake, aat pointwell
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Figure 9. ( a ) Interferogram showing gravity flow past point obstacle.( b )Profile comparison
for wake.

behind the obstacle, and compares
it with a combinationof two of the zero-orderprofiles
of width ratio 2 : 1.
A theoretical prediction of the wakewidth variation maybe attempted. Take
x-axis
in the flow direction, y across it. The film thickness h in the undisturbed flow is given
by h' = (vx/(gt), and the characteristic velocity (Tanner and Blows 1976), is gh2/v.
Considering a given position x , if the interferogram is taken at time t l , then the time
taken to travel from the obstacle
x. toatx along the characteristicis [(x - x o ) / x ] t l .This
is the development time for the wake at this position.
The parameterf of para. 2 is

E = y-

(")

3 ph
h 407

1/4

so for a given f , y is proportional to(h3t)1/4,and henceto

):(

3/8

(Gr l )
x - xo)

'I4

or tox ' / ~ ( x- x0)1/4.
Wake widths y , and y 2 as indicated onfigure 9(b)were measured from figure9 (a ).

Figure 10. Wake widthsy, and2yI versus.@(x - x ~ ) ' from
' ~ figure 9(a).
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Figure 10 shows the results plotted against x'Ix(x - x,#/4, showing an approximately
linear variation, with y 2 = 2 y , .
3.4. Random disturbances
If a drop of highly viscous oil issqueezed between two glass slides, and the slides are
pulled rapidly apart, the disturbed oil film consists of very thin flat areas separated by
oil ridges having a dendritic formation.This may be 'frozen' by using, in place of oil, a
solution of perspex in dichloromethane. When the slides are separated the solvent
rapidly evaporates, thesurface solidifies and spreading is prevented. Figure 11 shows an
interferogram of the perspex dendrites.

Figure 11. Interferogram of perspex dendrites.

When the disturbed oil film is produced by rolling, a similar dendriticstructure results
if the oil film is extremely thin compared to the roller radius, and if a single pass of the
roller is used. With a larger film thickness to roller radius ratio, and particularly if multipass rolling is used, the dendriticeffect disappears and the result is more isotropic, with
less extreme thickness variations. The effect of surface tension on a disturbed film ofthis
type is then to reduce rapidly the higher spatial frequencies, and the oilscape tends
towards an isotropic Gaussian random form as described in Q 2.4.

Figure 12. Interferogram showing typical randomoilscape.
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Figure 12 shows a typical interferogramof such an oilscape, showing the isotropy.
The figure suggests a band-limited spatial frequency
range, with the rather sharp upper
frequency cut-off which would be an expected
result of the surface tension, and with
also
height variationsare reduced and
very little low-frequencycontent. As time passes, the
the lateralscale increases, butif the appropriatescaling factors are taken into account
there is observed to bestatistical similarity between anytwo instantaneousviews of the
oilscape, and also between any two different
oilscapes.
The near-field caustics formed by a laser beam passing through
the oilscape as
in figure 3(b) are of interest. Figure 13(a, b ) shows the caustics at an early stage of
development (4min after thefilm formation), for distancesd = +12.5 and - 12.5 mm.

Figure 13. ( a ) , ( b ) ,(c) Near-field caustics of oilscapes. ( a ) t = 4 min. d = +12.5 mm (see
figure 3(b));( b )t = 4 min d = -12.5 mm; (c) t = 8 min, d = +12.5 mm.
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The difference between the twocaustics shows that thereis an asymmetry between the
hills and valleys of the oilscapes: thevalleys focus morestrongly than thehills, indicating
that their curvatures are greater. This
focal difference can also be observed directly. It
is a nonlinear effectwhich can however be understood on thebasis of the linear profile
equation ( 5 ) , as follows: the rate at which initial irregularities are ironed out is proportional to h3 and is thus greater for the hills, where h is larger, so that large initial
curvatures survive longer in the valleys. (It can be shown that the curvature difference
,
z,,, is the height of the
between hills and valleys is proportional to ( ~ , , , / h ) ~where
hills.) At a later stage,such as that shown in figure 12, nonlinearity is negligible and no
asymmetry is apparent.
Figure 13(c) shows the caustic
ford = +12.5 mm att = 8 min. The regular ‘chickenwire’ pattern is readily recognizable and repeatable is
and
characterised by high intensity
concentration and contrast. In terms
of the caustic surface in three-dimensional space,
chicken-wire corresponds to a plane section parallelfilm,
to atthethe distance
of smallest
local mean radius of curvature; this distanceis fairly well-defined because of the bandlimited natureof the spectrum. The
lines of the chicken-wire are cuspidal creases(ribsBerry and Upstill1980) in the caustic surface, which at this distance are almost parallel
to thefilm because they areclosest to it. Chicken-wiremay be used both to study lateral
scale change and,by regarding it as an ‘average focal position’,to study time variation
of curvature.
For the lateral
scale variation, the distanced
was increased so as to keep the chickenwire in focus, and a set of photographs taken at times increasing by factors of 2. By
imaging one photograph on to another
with factor 2 magnification, it was then possible
to check that a time increaseof 16 gives a scale increase of 2, in agreement with the t1’4
variation predicted in 9 2.4 (cf. equations(21) and (22)).
A more quantitative measure
of the lateralscale maybe obtained from the
oilscape
interferograms. A setof interferograms was taken, with time increasing by a factor g2
between them. The negatives were projected and the number
of extrema within a given
area counted. For an isotropic Gaussian surface the density
extremaasgiven byequation
(23)scales asandthis
is independent of the oilscape exponent p introduced in
equation (18). Figure 14 shows the number N against t”i2 and confirms the expected
linear variation. The failure
of the line topass through theorigin is to be expected,since
extrema involving level differences less than about fringe are likely to be uncounted,

30k

t (SI
Figure 14. Focal distanceversus time for ‘chicken-wire’ caustic. For the
circled points both
scales are multipliedby 5.
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Figure 15. Number of extrema in a given area versusrrl for oilscapes

and the proportionof these will increase with time. The reason for the divergence
of the
effects at high height to
first (highest N ) point is less clear, butmay arise from nonlinear
thickness ratio.
As explained in 8 2.4, the time variationof surface heights, and henceof slopes and
curvatures, depends on the exponent p of the power-law variation of P ( s , 0) with S ,
which is not theoretically predictable.An experimental study has been attempted,
using
the curvatures and slopesof the oilscapes.
As indicated above, the time variation of curvatures may be studied by use of the
chicken-wire caustics. The slide holding
of oil film was traversed away from the camera
(now used simply as a magnifying viewer)
by a micrometer,which also operated the pen
of a computer-timed pen recorder. The result,figure 15, shows that the focal distance
varies linearly withtime, which on the basis of equation (25) suggests thatp has the value
2. For distances greater than 25 mm (the three circled points) the camera was moved
back, with positionby millimetre scale and time
by stopwatch. Therelative unreliability
of these points however arises
mainly fromthe increasing depth of focus of the chickenwire, which is a consequence of scaling associated with a cusp diffraction catastrophe
(Berry and Upstill1980): it can beshown that the ratio (depth
of focus)/( focal distance)
increases as
It may be noted that theline of figure 15 does not pass through the origin. Thisis to
be expected since the initial spatial frequency will not be infinite but more probably of
the orderof the inverseof the mean film thickness.
The linear variation of focal distance with time corresponds to p = 2 and so, by
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equation (24), implies a t-3!4 variation of slopes (and also, by equation (20), a
variation of heights.) Two experiments were conducted to study the slopes. Firstly a
laser beam, 10 mm diameter at thefilm, was arranged tofocus (with the film absent) on
a calibrated silcon photodiode 1 m behind this position. With thefilm in place the light
is spread in an approximately Gaussian distribution, the radius
of which is proportional
to the average surface slopes. A t-3/4 variation of slope would cause the central light
intensity I to vary as$:2. Figure 16 shows pi3versus t , confirming a linearvariation. This
method of plotting was chosen in the expectation that theremight be a departure from
the law at small times, and that the
line would not pass preciselythrough the origin.
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Figure 17. w - ~versus time, where W is the e-l half-width of the intensity distribution from
an oilscape.

The second experiment involved traversing the photocell rapidly across the illuminated region, using a pen recorder to record intensity versus photocell position, and
hence measure directly the variation in width of this region with time. Figure 17 shows
w-4’3 , where W is the half-width of the distribution at e-l intensity ratio, versus time.
Again the linear variation
is confirmed, andagain there is a slight offset fromthe origin.
The intensity distributions were found to be approximately but not exactly Gaussian.
The slightly more leptokurtic experimental distribution probably
results from variations
of mean film thickness. If the filmis made very thin and the height variations are
comparable to the
light wavelength, some
light is directly transmitted and bright
a
central
spot appears. The film thickness and height variations used in the experiment were,
however, large enough to prevent this.
As already stated, the observed time variationsof slopes and curvatures, together
with the analysis of 9 2.4, imply an initial power spectrum P ( s , 0) proportional to s2, at
least over a rangeof scales betwenthe 50 ,pm thickness and severalcm extent of the film.
At later times the spectrum
P ( s , t ) would then be proportional tos2 exp(
- s 4 t ) , consistent
with the band-limited appearanceof the oilscapes, mentioned previously. The exponent
,U = 2 corresponds to a surface quite different from the negative
values characteristic of
natural fractals (Mandelbrot 1982), and indeed nothing
in the rolling process by which
oilscapes are created couldgive the large relative low-frequency content possessed by
fractals. The large relative content of high frequencies for the oilscapes must be connected with ‘unsticking’ at the moment they are formed, but
why this should lead to
p = 2 (rather than some other
positive value) is not clear tous (it might be related to the
fact that S’ is the first term of a Taylor expansion for an analytic P ( s , 0) without zerofrequency content).
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4. Conclusions
Starting from the profile equation ( 5 ) , simple solutions for two and three-dimensional
oil hills have been derived. The experiments confirm that a point or line disturbance
gives rise to recognisable combinations of these solutions. and that their profiles and
time development agreewith the theory.
Apart from their slightly wavy edges, these hills are the simplest localised deformations of a flat surface, and produce correspondinglysimple light caustics.
The theoryalso covers a randomwave distribution, giving rise to random oilscapes
having stable statistics and predictable increaseof lateral scalewith time. These arealso
readily produced experimentally and the lateral time variation
is confirmed. The contrast
between these 'rough'liquid surfaces and rough solid surfaces,
which is very evident in
the interferograms, appearsalso in the formof the power spectrumwhich is implied by
the observed slope and curvature variations.
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Appendix 1: Mathematical aspects of oil hills
A convergent power series for the
k-hill profile (10) can be obtainedby substituting the
power series forthe Bessel function and thenusing the duplication formula for gamma
functions (Abramowitz and Stegun 1964). The result
is
(Al.1)
This is a convenient representation if p is not large, and was employed in calculating
figure 1(a).
p involves two steps. First, the
Determining the asymptotic behaviour for large
Bessel function is approximated by its large-argument asymptotic form (Abramowitz
and Stegun 1964), to give
Z&)

= Re($)1'2

i,'

daa(k+'/2) exp(-a4/4

+ ipa)exp[-in(k + $)/2](A1.2)

Second, the integral is approximated by the method of steepest descent (Bender and
Orszag 1978), the stationary point being that of the exponential (and not the factor
which lies at
(A1.3)
0,= p1I3exp(in/6).
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Deformation of the integration contour so as to pass through this point then leads to
z,(p) =

2
m
p ( k - 2 ) ' 3exp( -p"'/8)

cos

(A1.4)

This formulawill be a good approximation providedp 9 ( k + 1)' ', as can be shownby
analysis of the condition for the
validity of the Bessel approximation that led to equation
(Al.2).
The decaying oscillations describedby equation (A1.4) areof mathematical interest
but are not easy to observe because they correspond
very small
to
surfacedeformations.
In practice it is sufficient to approximate the k-hills by Gaussians fitted to the first two
non-zero derivatives. Inspection of equation ( A l . l )shows that these Gaussians are

i-

where

J

(Al.5)

In Appendix 3 these approximations will be used in calculations of optical caustics
produced by oil hills.
The k-hill and its corresponding Gaussian are
also related by an exact formula.
namely

l d / n p k exp(-p2/2) =

exp(-a4/4)Zk(ap)
(A1.6)

whose correctness can be confirmedby substituting the power series ( A l .1). This representation of a Gaussian as a superposition
of k-hills provides thefollowing interesting
alternative to the fundamental Fourier decomposition
(6) for determining the evolution
of hills whose initial profile is Gaussian. We begin by noting that any superpositionof
oil hills (equation (8)) corresponding to pin-pricks at
r = 0 at differenttimes will also be
a solution of the profile equation ( 5 ) . Restricting ourselves for simplicity to the case of
azimuthal isotropy (k = 0) we can write such a superposition as

(Al.7)
for any source historyf(f').If now we choose

(AI .9)
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The initial profile that generates theevolving hill can be identified by equation (A1.6)
as
z ( r , 0 ) = ah(A1.lO)
exp(-r2/2r$)
and is indeed a Gaussian. The profile into which equation (A1.9) eventually develops
can be identified by noting that as t +
the integral is dominated by its upper limit
at which the factors involving dl are singular. Expansion about this singularity leads
after some calculation to
(A1.ll)
(it can be confirmed thatthis hill has the same volumeas the initial Gaussian.)
Appendix 2: Mathematical aspects of oil ridges

A convergent power series for the j-ridge profile (equation (15)) easily
can be obtained
as
(j even)

1

and is a convenient representation whenj is not large.
When g is large (j fixed), the method of steepest descent can be employed,exactly
as for thek-hill (A1.2), toyield
3v3
e x ~ ( - 3 g ~ , ' ~ cos(-g/8)
5"'

+ 6n (4j - l ) ) ( g +

x)

(A2.2)

When j is large (g fixed), steepest descent can
again be employed, butnow the factor01
in equation (15) must be included, so that what has to be considered
is the exponent
j In o - a4/4 + iga

whose stationary point for large
j lies at
ac ==j1'" + i5:/4jI12(j+ X )

(A2.3)

Application of steepest descent now gives
1'2

Zj(5:)=

(3)

jo-1)'4 exp(-j/4) e ~ p ( - g ~ / 8 j " ~ )
(- 1)j,'2 cos j 1 ' 4 5:
(-1)U+11 2 sinjl'jg

(j even)
('j
odd)

(A2.4)

(It is possible to combine equations (A2.2) and (A2.4) into a more comprehensive
asymptotic formula, but thisis complicated and we will not present it.)
To explore the evolution of initially Gaussian ridges, i.e.
z(x, 0) = ah exp( -x2/2x2,)

(A2.5)
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we simply take the Fourier transform and employ the fundamental solution (equation
(6)). toget
z ( x , t )ahxo
=z/

x

d s e x p-S.;'( l + i s x - -

"x

4t

(A2.6)

For large1, the quartic termin the exponent dominates the quadratic one, leading
with
the aid of equation (15) to the eventualprofile
(A2.7)

Appendix 3: Far-field caustics from oil hills
Light transmitted through anoil hill will be focused becauseof refraction by its curved
profile (Berry and Upstill1980). In space thefocal singularities take the formof caustic
Y )is a linegiven
surfaces. In the far
field the caustic (e in the planeof directions R= (X,
parametrically by
R(P, t ) = Vz(r(p), t )

(A3.1)

where r(p) is the line of zero Gaussian curvature on thehill, parameterised byp.3 is
the setof points satisfying
Z,Z.Yy
- (z,>* = 0
(A3.2)
where subscripts denote derivatives.
Catastrophe theory (Berry and Upstill1980) predicts that for almost all hills % will
consist of smooth curves ('fold' caustics) joining in pairs at cusp points. For particular
hills, higher singularitiesoccur, thesimplest of which are umbilic foci, originating on the
hill from the isolated pointsr where the twoprincipal curvatures are equal, i.e.

z,,

- zy). - 2,). = 0.

When combinedwith equation (A3.2)this showsthat the condition for umbilic
an
focus
to occur in the far field is that all three second derivativesof z vanish.
An important case where such a far-field umbilic occurs is the scaling hill zl(r, t )
defined by equations (8) and (10). Thishas the form
(A3.3)

zl(r) = xF(r)

is no longer indicated. Near
where F ( r ) is an even function and where the t-dependence
the origin,

z1(r) = xF(0)

+ ix(x2 + Y*)F"(O)

(A3.4)

whose second derivatives atr = 0 do indeed all vanish.
To determine whetherthis umbilicis elliptic
or hyperbolicwe employ the discriminant
of Berry and Hannay (1977).
If
(A3.5)
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From equation (A3.4),
the discriminant at theumbilic has the value

(A3.6)

c = -12[F”(O)]4

indicating that the
umbilic is hyperbolic. To obtain the
explicit form of % near theumbilic
focus, it is first necessary to find the form of Y near the umbilic point on the hill;
substitution of equation (A3.4)
into (A3.2)
gives this as
y2 = 3x2.
Now equation (A3.1)
withp taken proportional tox gives % as
X(p) = F ( 0 ) - 2p2

Y(p) = 2 2 p y v 3

(A3.7)
(A3.8)

where the fact that F”(0) < 0 has been used. These equationsyield the prediction that
the causticlines make an angleof 60”where they meet at theumbilic focus.
To see the full unfolding of the hyperbolic umbilic catastrophe in the far field is
necessary to perturbz l . The obvious perturbation is the isotropichill zo. In order toget
analytical formulae describing the globalcaustic fromthe perturbedhills we approximate
z o and z1 by Gaussians as in equation (A1.5),
and in addition set the widths w 0 and w I
equal to each other (the correct ratio
would be w o / w l = i d x = 0.886).Thus thecaustic
to be studiedis that from

z(r) = (x + a ) exp(-r2/2)

(A3.9)

where a is the perturbing parameter. This leads via equation (A3.2)to the following
formula for 2:

(A3.10)
The caustic now follows from equation(A3.1)as

+

~ ( x=) [I - x(x a ) ] exp[ -;(x2
~ ( x =) * ( x + a)y(x) exp[ -&(x2

+ ~(x)~)]

+ ~(x)~)]

(A3.11)

where x plays the role of the parameterp.
Figure 7(d-f) show this caustic forthree values of a. The characteristic ‘teardrop in
a loop’ shapes unfold from the hyperbolic
umbilic singularity ata = 0 (pure zl) towards
the focal point in a circle at a = cc (pure z o ) . (The focal point for a = is an artefact of
the Gaussian approximations; for the trueasymptotically rippling oil hills the teardrop
would shrink into a complicatedring structure rather than a point.)
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